What is the cause of youth violence?

I think lots of things, an abusive upbringing. It can also be unresolved anger, low self-esteem leading to unusual engagements. There are a lot of things. But I think it can only be stopped by parents and acting like parents and offering more activities to teenagers.

How has violence affected my life?

Violence hasn’t really affected my life so I went online and searched for good answers and I got one from Angelica who says violence affected her life because a few years ago he dad was shot and killed by someone. She wishes her dad was still here so he could’ve seen her grow up and met her son.
but he can’t because someone selfishly took his father’s life away and Angelica will always miss her dad. This is what violence has gotten to, killing innocent people.

**What can I do about youth violence?**

I don’t exactly think I can do anything, but adults, like parents and teachers can get kids- teens into doing different activities so they won’t get into gangs, do the wrong thing or get into drugs. For teens it can be harder but doing things like going out to watch a movie or making a subject interesting or evening teaching the kid’s one on one so they will keep their minds off of things like gangs or drugs. These are a couple ways of what I think I can do about youth violence. By: Ruth Martinez